CUSTOMS MEMORANDUM ORDER
No. 11 2010

SUBJECT: Holding Implementation of a Certain Provision in CMO No. 2-2010:
Rules and Regulations Strengthening the Functions of the Export
Coordination Division (ECD) Under the Office of the Assessment
Operations Coordinating Group (AOCG)

To have an effective implementation of the above subject, the function to conduct
pre-evaluation of exporter and its export product/s, provided in Administrative Provision III 2 of
CMO No. 2-2010, is temporarily delegated to Export Division (ED) where “request for pre-
evaluation” is filed, which may also issue the corresponding Certificate of Origin (CO) until the
ECD, upon review of the pre-evaluation documents as well as onsite verification indicate that
the subject export products do not qualify as originating products under the corresponding
Rules of Origin (ROO).

The Chief, ED shall forward immediately to the Chief, ECD a copy of the pre-approved
evaluation report of the product together with the necessary documentation for review and
monitoring.

This Order shall last until such time that ECD is complemented by personnel with
knowledge in Rules of Origin (ROO) and electronic mechanism is in place, and/or until revoked.

This Order shall take effect immediately.

NAPOLEON P. MORALES
Commissioner